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The Miracle Worker Week 1 

From “Getting Along” Unit 4 

 

BEFORE YOU READ 

Glossary of Terms 

Refer to these words and definitions to help you understand the introduction and 
the text. 

WORD/PHRASE DEFINITION 
playwright a person who writes plays 
autobiography an account of a person's life written by that person 
unflagging tireless; persistent 
strong-willed determined to do as one wants even if other people advise against it 
unobstructed  not blocked; clear  
retrieves  gets back  
contemplates  to think deeply about something  
deliberately  in a carefully thought out manner; intentionally  
indulge  to give into someone's whims or wishes  

 
 

FIRST READ 

Annotations 

Read “The Miracle Worker” (online or in the workbook). As you read, annotate the scene from 
the play. Use the annotation tool (online) or a highlighter and pen/pencil in the print text. The 
following Annotation Guidelines will help you annotate: 
 

q Highlight at least two sentences or passages that you have questions about. Enter your 
questions as annotations. 

q Highlight at least one passage that connects with something you already know and use 
the annotation tool to explain the connection. 

q Highlight evidence in the dialogue and stage directions to illustrate how the setting 
affects the characters or events of the plot. Use the annotation tool to record specific 
textual evidence to support your answer.  

q Highlight vocabulary words and explain what you think the words mean based on how 
they are used in the text. 
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q Highlight any additional unfamiliar vocabulary. Use the annotation tool to make 
predictions about the meaning of these unfamiliar terms. 

q Highlight a place in the dinner scene where the plot shapes the characters and their 
interactions with one another. Use the annotation tool to explain your reasoning. 

 
 

Think Questions 

Write answers to Think Questions 1-5 (preferably in the online assignment, or in 
the book if directed). 

How to Find the Evidence 

Use the tips in the chart below to help you look for evidence in the text to   
answer the Think Questions. 

Question TIP! 
1. How is Annie Sullivan described based on the stage directions? Why is Annie at the 

Keller's home? Look for clues in Annie's actions and speech. 
 

2. Although Annie has made progress with Helen, why is Annie frustrated? What does 
Annie believe will happen if she can get to her goal with Helen? 

3. How does Helen behave while at the dinner table? What does Annie think will happen 
if Helen is taken out of her hands? 

4. Look for context clues to determine the meaning of “retrieves." Where is this word 
used? Which set of stage directions has this word? What is this character doing when 
the word is used? 

5. Look for context clues to determine the meaning of “indulge." Which character uses 
this word? What does the character say when using the word? 

 

 

How to Write Exemplary Responses 

Below is a model response to Question 4. Copy the answer in the space provided online 
 or in the workbook. Note the qualities of a complete and well-written response as you 
 type/write it. Then try to model your other  responses in terms of quality and 
 completeness. 
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Question 4: Use context clues to determine the meaning of retrieves as it is used 
in the stage directions following Aunt Ev's fourth line of dialogue. Write your 
definition of "retrieves" and explain how you figured out its meaning. Then 
confirm your inferred meaning in a print or digital dictionary. 

 
Sample Answer: I know from the stage direction following Aunt Ev's fourth 
speech that "HELEN removes her napkin and drops it to the floor." Annie 
checks Helen's facial expression and "then bends, retrieves it, and tucks it 
around Helen's nec again." The fact that the napkin is on the floor and that 
Annie bends and then puts the napkin back on Helen clearly indicates that 
Annie has fetched the napkin back from the floor. Therefore, "retrieves" 
must mean "gets something back." The dictionary confirms that 
to retrieve something means to "get [it] back."  

 

 

Skill Lesson 

Theme 

• Watch the accompanying VOLT available online at: 
http://elaessentials.weebly.com/7th-grade.html  

• Complete the separate Skill Lesson: Theme activity sheet.  
• Complete and submit the online Skill Lesson on Theme which includes 3 

components: 
§ Watch the Skills Concept Definition video 
§ Skim over the Model 
§ Do the “Your Turn” Activity 

 

Skill Lesson  

Dramatic Elements 

• Watch the accompanying VOLT available online at: 
http://elaessentials.weebly.com/7th-grade.html  
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• Complete the separate Skill Lesson: Dramatic Elements activity sheet.  
• Complete and submit the online Skill Lesson on Dramatic Elements which 

includes 3 components: 
§ Watch the Skills Concept Definition video 
§ Skim over the Model 
§ Do the “Your Turn” Activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


